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Abstract: We propose a polarization dependent loss (PDL) and chromatic dispersion (CD)
insensitive, low-complexity adaptive equalizer (AEQ) for short-reach coherent optical transmission
systems. The AEQ contains a 1-tap butterfly finite impulse response (FIR) filter and two N-tap
FIR filters. It first performs polarization demultiplexing using the 1-tap filter, of which the
coefficients are obtained based on Stokes space. Then it mitigates the inter-symbol interference
(ISI) using the two N-tap finite impulse response (FIR) filters and adjust the filter’s coefficients
by utilizing constant modulus algorithm (CMA). Through theoretical and experimental analysis,
we verify that this proposed AEQ can perform robust polarization demultiplexing when PDL
and CD exists. Besides, our proposed AEQ has faster convergence speed compared with
recently proposed AEQs. In addition, it reduces the number of multipliers and thus reduce the
computational complexity of conventional butterfly filter structure AEQ. And this proposed AEQ
suffers little bit error ratio loss compared with the conventional AEQ. Due to the low-complexity
and robustness to PDL and CD, this proposed AEQ is well-suited for future low-cost short-reach
optical communication system.

© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Digital signal processing (DSP) plays an important role in the newly developed digital coherent
receiver, it provides us with new capabilities that were not possible without the detection of
the phase of the optical signal [1]. While coherent DSP is widely used in regional or longer
links, intensity modulation and direct detection (IMDD) technique is always the priority in
short-reach optical communication systems such as intra/inter-datacenter and access network
[2,3]. However, the limited bandwidth hinders the further increase of throughput of IMDD
system. Recent studies have indicated the potentials and feasibilities of coherent techniques for
future high-speed intra-datacenter optical interconnects [4–6]. Although advanced algorithms
of DSP can compensate for various linear and nonlinear impairments, the complexity and thus
power consumption are a major challenge for short-reach applications. Therefore, it is critical to
further reduce DSP complexity.

For long-haul optical communications, the major circuit complexity comes from the compen-
sation of fixed chromatic dispersion (CD) and the decoding of forward error correction (FEC). In
the case of short-reach systems, since the smaller cumulative CD can be compensated by adaptive
equalization (AEQ) and the decoding complexity of FEC can be eliminated by using hard-decision
FEC, the main complexity of DSP comes from the AEQ [7]. Therefore, it is important to reduce
the complexity of AEQ to achieve a more efficient DSP for short-reach systems. AEQ plays a
vital role in coherent DSP flow since it is designed for both linear equalization and polarization
demultiplexing (PolDemux). A typical AEQ consists of four complex-valued finite impulse
response (FIR) filters with a butterfly configuration (hereinafter called conventional-AEQ). In
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order to reduce its complexity, K. Matsuda et al. proposed a simple AEQ (hereinafter called
1tap-AEQ) configuration with a 1-tap butterfly equalizer, which is sensitive to the timing skew
between in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) or X-polarized and Y-polarized tributary channels [7].
In addition, J. Cheng et al. further simplified 1tap-AEQ by replacing the N-tap complex-valued
filters with the real-valued filters and introduced a 3-tap T-spaced 4 × 4 MIMO real-valued FIR
filters for the skew compensation [8,9].

These methods perform PolDemux based on the constant modulus algorithm (CMA). However,
when the polarization dependent loss (PDL) in a system cannot be ignored, CMA suffers from
failure of PolDemux due to singularity problem [10]. PDL induces random SNR unbalance
between the polarization tributary and such unbalance cannot be fully equalized by AEQ [11]
and has been regarded as a major distortion in dual-polarization system [12,13]. As the short
reach optical communication system is evolving from IMDD systems to coherent systems, it
is significant for us to consider the PDL of such systems when designing AEQs. PDL can be
introduced by polarization beam combiner (PBC), polarization beam splitter (PBS), wavelength
selective switch (WSS) and other non-ideal polarization dependent optical devices during
transmission, which could not be neglected even in the short reach networks. Besides, the
authors in [9] reported that their proposed AEQ can transmit at most 8 km with less than 1
dB penalty, which limited the extensity of AEQ to systems with longer transmission distance
such as access network [7]. They explained that this penalty came from the IQ crosstalk caused
by CD. However, in our research, we will further verify that this penalty also comes from the
difficulty of PolDemux by 1-tap CMA. On the other hand, the PolDemux technique based on
Stokes space has been well studied [14–16] and is not affected by PDL and CD, this method
can perform stable PolDemux. Hence, we are motivated to take the advantage of both Stokes
space and CMA. To our best knowledge, we propose for the first time a novel AEQ based on
Stokes space (hereinafter called SS-AEQ), which can perform robust PolDemux and mitigate
inter-symbol interference (ISI) simultaneously. Through simulation and experiment, our work
makes the following contributions. (i) We propose for the first time a novel SS-AEQ and verify
its performance both in simulation and experiment. Compared with 1tap-AEQ and conventional
AEQ, it has a better tradeoff between PolDemux performance, convergence speed, computational
complexity and bit error ratio (BER) performance. Thus we provide an alternative AEQ scenario
for short reach coherent systems. (ii) In experiment and additional numerical analysis, we provide
a comprehensive performance comparison between SS-AEQ, conventional-AEQ and 1tap-AEQ.
We analyze the BER performance of different AEQs in a system with different PDL values,
transmission distances and optical signal-to-noise ratios (OSNRs). Thus we provide readers with
the basis for the selection of AEQ in short reach systems.

The organization of this paper is as follows: section 2 describes the operating principle of
proposed method. We first review the theory of PolDemux in Stokes space, and the theory
of conventional CMA-based AEQ. Then we review the recent progress in simplified 1-tap
AEQs and discuss how this progress inspired our research. Next we introduce the principle of
SS-AEQ. Section 3 verifies the performance of SS-AEQ and compare it with 1tap-AEQ and
conventional-AEQ. Section 4 analyzes the tolerance of PDL and CD for different AEQs and
section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Operating principle

The polarization rotation of the transmission in a fiber can be represented by a unitary matrix M,
which is independent of optical frequency:

M = ⎛⎜⎝
a b

−b∗ a∗
⎞⎟⎠ . (1)
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Where a and b are complex and the determinant of M is equal to 1. In [14], the authors
proposed a method to find the inverse matrix by mapping the signal to Stokes space. We denote
the received Jones vector by 1/

√
2(ex, ey)

T and then it is transformed to Stokes vector:

S =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

s0

s1

s2

s3

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=

1
2

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

exe∗x+eye∗y
exe∗x−eye∗y
e∗xey + exe∗y
−je∗xey + jexe∗y

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (2)

Where s0 represents the total power, (s1, s2, s3)
T represent 0◦ linear, 45◦ linear and circularly

polarized light. Next we apply singular value decomposition (SVD) theory to find the least squares
plane (LSP) of Stokes vectors in Poincare sphere [16]. The normal of LSP is P : (p1, p2, p3)

T

and then the inversed matrix M−1 is expressed as
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Where ∆ϕ = arctan(p3, p2), and α = arctan(p2
2 + p2

3, p1). Then the inversed matrix is utilized
to perform PolDemux. Similar to the method above, PolDemux can also be achieved by a
two-by-two matrix controlled by CMA algorithm. Rather than computing the inversed matrix
directly, the underlying principle of this method is to iteratively update the matrix elements by
minimizing the difference between the intensity of received optical waves and reference power,
i.e. the constant modulus. Here we denote the two-by-two matrix by H, and the matrix elements
is updated iteratively by a well-known complex gradient descent formula:

Hi+1 = Hi − µεiXH . (4)

Where i denotes the iteration number, µ is the step size, εi is the deviation from constant
modulus and X is the vector that contains received sample values. This method can be easily
extended to multi-modulus algorithm (MMA) and is adapted to different modulation formats.
Moreover, the two-by-two matrix can be extended to a N-tap butterfly filter as shown in Fig. 1,
which is able to perform PolDemux and inter-symbol interference (ISI) mitigation simultaneously.
Therefore, the CMA-based AEQ (i.e. the conventional-AEQ) has become a commonly used
method in current DSP flow of coherent optical communication system.

Based on the two conventional methods above, we are inspired to consider combining them
together and maximizing both of their advantages. Recently, multiple literatures considered
the application of conventional-AEQ in short-reach coherent system and aimed at reducing its
complexity to address the problem of cost. They have proposed several simplified AEQ structures
that are more hardware efficient [7,8]. The key insight of their solutions it to adopt a 1-tap filter at
the front of whole AEQ structure (as shown in Fig. 1(a)). It has been verified that in short-reach
coherent system, a 1-tap butterfly filter is enough to perform PolDemux. Retaining the ability
to perform PolDemux, this 1-tap configuration also significantly reduces the computational
complexity. However, both of their solutions suffer from performance reduction and are more
PDL and CD sensitive to some extent (which will be verified in section IV). We notice that this
1-tap filter regress to a 2-by-2 matrix and the value of its elements can also be determined by
Stokes-based method as we mentioned before. Hence, we propose a novel structure of AEQ,
which we refer to as SS-AEQ. As depicted in Fig. 1(b), the structure of SS-AEQ is actually the
same as 1tap-AEQ. However, rather than utilizing CMA to adjust the value of filter coefficients,
we take the advantage of PolDemux in Stokes space, and the filter coefficients are replaced by the
elements of inversed matrix M−1.
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Fig. 1. AEQ structure. (a) 1tap-AEQ; (b) SS-AEQ

3. Experimental verification

In this section, we verify the performance of proposed SS-AEQ in experiment. On the transmitter
side, we use square-root raised-cosine pulse shaping with 0.2 roll-off factor. As shown in Fig.
2, we generate the 12.5 GBaud DP-16/64-QAM optical signal by modulating a carrier signal,
provided by an external cavity laser (ECL), using I/Q modulators which are driven by multi-level
electrical signals. The center wavelength of ECL is 1552.52 nm and its line-width is 100
kHz. Polarization multiplexing is then realized by utilizing polarization beam splitters (PBSs),
polarization beam combiners (PBCs) and optical delay lines. A variable optical attenuator (VOA)
is utilized to introduce PDL [17]. The resulting signals are amplified using an erbium-doped
fiber amplifier (EDFA) and sent over a 5 km long standard single-mode fiber (SSMF). Another
VOA is utilized to alter optical signal-to-noise ratios (OSNRs) in the range of 15∼30 dB. The
optical signals at the output of EDFA are filtered using a 0.6 nm optical band-pass filter (OBPF)
and then detected by a coherent receiver. The electrical signals after optical-to-electronic (O/E)
conversion are sampled by utilizing an oscilloscope with 50 Gsamples/s sampling rate. 2 × 106

samples are collected and then processed offline. As for offline DSP, after being resampled to 2
samples per symbol and synchronized with transmitted symbols, the signals are fed into AEQ
block. Note that we do not utilize fixed CD compensation and CD is compensated by AEQ,
which is an important simplification following [7,9] for short reach applications. Next, the carrier
phase recovery based on blind phase search (BPS) [18] is performed to remove frequency offset
and phase noise. Finally, after symbol mapping and decision, the bit error ratio (BER) is obtained
by error counting.

To verify the performance of SS-AEQ, we select conventional-AEQ and 1tap-AEQ for
comparison and the results are shown in Fig. 3. Figures 3(a), 3(b) show the BER performance
of three AEQs. Note that in simulation, the transmission rate is set at 28 GBaud. For both
16-QAM and 64-QAM signals, three AEQs have very similar performance in both simulation
and experiment. Additionally, we analyze the convergence speed of SS-AEQ and 1tap-AEQ and
results are shown in Fig. 4. For 1tap-AEQ, the step sizes are 10−3 and 3×10−4 for PolDemux and
mitigating ISI respectively. For SS-AEQ, the step size is also set at 3 × 10−4 for mitigating ISI.
Although the two AEQs have similar convergence speed in the stage of mitigating ISI, SS-AEQ
outperforms 1tap-AEQ during the stage of PolDemux. As shown in Fig. 4(a), while 1tap-AEQ
requires thousands of symbols to become stable, SS-AEQ just requires hundreds of symbols to
achieve stable performance, which indicates that SS-AEQ is more adaptable to channel changes.

Finally, we conclude the computational complexity of three AEQs in Table 1, in which the
complexity is denoted by the number of real multipliers and N is the tap number of FIR filters.
In our experiment, we set the tap number at 21. Thus the number of real multipliers is 336,
184 and 184 for conventional-AEQ, 1tap-AEQ and SS-AEQ, respectively. In other words,
proposed SS-AEQ has the same computational complexity with 1tap-AEQ and reduces the
computational complexity of conventional-AEQ by 45.24%. In conclusion, for the systems
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Fig. 2. Experiment setup and DSP flow.

Fig. 3. (a) BER vs. OSNR in 16-QAM system with SS-AEQ, conventional-AEQ and
1tap-AEQ; (b) BER vs. OSNR in 64-QAM system with SS-AEQ, conventional-AEQ and
1tap-AEQ.
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Fig. 4. (a) Convergence speed during the stage of PolDemux; (b) convergence speed during
the stage of mitigating ISI.

with very short transmission distance such as intra-datacenter applications, SS-AEQ, 1tap-AEQ
and conventional-AEQ have very similar performance. Compared with conventional-AEQ,
both SS-AEQ and 1tap-AEQ benefit from their two-stage configuration and thus have lower
computational complexity. Moreover, SS-AEQ has faster convergence speed than 1tap-AEQ.
Next we will analyze the tolerance of PDL and CD for these AEQs to see how they could be
extended to other short reach systems.

Table 1. Number of real multiplications per
symbol

Method Number of real multipliers

Conventional-AEQ 16 × N

1tap-AEQ 8 × N + 16

SS-AEQ 8 × N + 16

4. Tolerance of PDL and CD

In this section, we numerically analyze the tolerance of PDL and CD for three AEQs.

4.1. Polarization dependent loss

In simulated system, PDL is implemented by a lumped module before the transmission fiber. Its
input/output field relation is expressed as:

⎛⎜⎝
Eout,x

Eout,y

⎞⎟⎠ =M •
⎛⎜⎝
√︁

1 − ρ 0

0
√︁

1 + ρ
⎞⎟⎠ • M′ •

⎛⎜⎝
Ein,x

Ein,y

⎞⎟⎠ , (5)

where M and M′ are two different unitary matrixes to simulate the fiber effect, ρ is the normalized
PDL coefficient and is calculated by ρ = (10PDL/10 − 1)/(10PDL/10 + 1). To simulate the changing
state of polarization (SOP) in propagation, we rewrite the unitary matrix M in Eq. (1) as

M = ⎛⎜⎝
√
α exp(jδ) −

√
1 − α

√
1 − α

√
α exp(−jδ)

⎞⎟⎠ . (6)

Then we sweep α and δ in the range where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and −π ≤ δ ≤ π. In both simulation and
experiment, the value of α and δ is adjusted through numerical simulation in offline DSP, i.e. we
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apply M • (Ex; Ey) as a preprocessing before AEQ, where Ex, Ey are the received signals at X and
Y polarization tributary. The results of PolDemux are shown by colored maps on an α − δ plane
consisting of 10 × 20 segments. Dark areas represent the cases that PolDemux fail, and the light
areas represent the cases that PolDemux is well done. As shown in Figs. 5(a)–5(c), 1tap-AEQ
suffers higher risk of wrong PolDemux as the PDL increases. In contrast, from Figs. 5(d)–5(f) we
can see that SS-AEQ can always perform robust PolDemux as PDL increases. Also, we use the
data from experiment with 1 dB PDL and compare the results between conventional-AEQ [Fig.
5(g)], 1tap-AEQ (h) and SS-AEQ (i). From Fig. 5(g)–5(i), we can see that both 1tap-AEQ and
conventional-AEQ suffer from failure of PolDemux, while SS-AEQ performs stable PolDemux.
Note that in experiment, we introduce PDL to the system by adjusting a VOA and monitor the
value of PDL in offline DSP. In addition, since we transmit the optical signals through a SSMF,
the simulated changing SOP represented by M [in Eq. (6)] does not start from [1, 0; 0, 1] and
thus the colored maps in this section are not symmetrical.

Fig. 5. Maps of PolDemux stability with the existence of PDL. (a) Simulated B2B 16-QAM
system with 1 dB PDL using 1tap-AEQ; (b) simulated B2B 16-QAM system with 3 dB
PDL using 1tap-AEQ; (c) simulated B2B 16-QAM system with 5 dB PDL using 1tap-AEQ;
(d) simulated B2B 16-QAM system with 1 dB PDL using SS-AEQ; (e) simulated B2B
16-QAM system with 3 dB PDL using SS-AEQ; (f) simulated B2B 16-QAM system with
5 dB PDL using SS-AEQ; (g) experimental 5 km 16-QAM system with 1 dB PDL using
conventional-AEQ; (h) experimental 5 km 16-QAM system with 1 dB PDL using 1tap-AEQ;
(i) experimental 5 km 16-QAM system with 1 dB PDL using SS-AEQ.

The failure of PolDemux by CMA-based methods corresponds to the singularity problem
[17,10], which means that the butterfly-structured FIR may converge to a situation where the
two tributary have the same data. To improve the performance of CMA, several ways have been
proposed to prevent CMA from singularity problem [17,19–21]. Constrained CMA [17] and
Two-Stage CMA [20] relies on the relationship between elements in a unitary matrix to constrain
the tap coefficients. MU-CMA [19] tracks the cross-correlation between equalized signals by
adding an additional correlation term to the cost function of CMA. Although these modified
CMA-based methods are effective, they cannot ensure total singularity avoidance [21]. Besides
non-data-aided methods, there are also data-aided algorithm such as least mean square (LMS)
algorithm [22], which can also avoid singularity problem by introducing training symbols to force
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a correct recovery. However, the data-aided algorithm has two obvious drawbacks in short-reach
systems. First, data-aided approach requires training symbols that contain no information, thus
it reduces spectral efficiency. Second, training symbols require strict frame synchronization
which increase the DSP complexity and power consumption. In contrast, Stokes-space-based
PolDemux ensures singularity avoidance because PDL will not affect the overall shape of signals’
distribution in Stokes space [14], and requires no additional training symbols.

To further explore the effect of PDL, we also investigate the relationship between PDL and
BER performance for three AEQs. We use data from a 28 GBaud DP-16-QAM system with
5 km transmission in simulation, and adjust α and δ in offline DSP to guarantee successful
PolDemux for 1tap-AEQ and conventional-AEQ. As shown in Fig. 6, under the condition
of successful PolDemux, both 1tap-AEQ and SS-AEQ suffers from performance loss, while
conventional-AEQ has higher tolerance of PDL. From Eq. (5) we can see that PDL introduces
additional linear distortion in addition to the polarization rotation, therefore, SS-AEQ has
performance degradation when PDL is large. In the next subsection, we explain that the design
of loss function for CMA/MMA in the PolDemux stage of 1tap-AEQ is ineffective. While
PDL introduces additional distortion, the problem becomes more significant and leads to the
performance degradation of 1tap-AEQ.

Fig. 6. BER vs. PDL in simulated 16-QAM system.

4.2. Chromatic dispersion

The fiber chromatic dispersion is also an important factor that will affect the algorithm performance,
especially when fiber length is long. In simulated system, we set the dispersion parameter at
16 × 10−6 s/m2. We compare the BER performance of three different AEQs with transmission
from 5 km to 20 km. From Figs. 7(a), 7(b), we can see that SS-AEQ remains stable and similar
performance compared with conventional-AEQ. However, the performance of 1tap-AEQ is
reduced when transmission distance is large. As shown in Figs. 7(c), 7(d), we can see that in a
system with 5 km transmission, the performance of 1tap-AEQ is stable while the step size is
changed during PolDemux stage. However, when the transmission distance comes to 20 km, it
is extremely difficult to find a proper step size for 1tap-AEQ in the first stage. In other words,
1tap-AEQ is difficult to perform correct PolDemux when CD is large. This problem of 1tap-AEQ
can be explained by the following analysis.
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Fig. 7. (a) BER vs. fiber length in simulation for SS-AEQ, conventional-AEQ and 1tap-
AEQ; (b) BER vs. step size in simulation for 1tap-AEQ; (c) convergence of SS-AEQ and
1tap-AEQ in PolDemux with different transmission distances.

Essentially, the aim of CMA/MMA algorithm is to recover the constellation diagram of QAM
signals to multiple rings. In the DSP flow of optical receiver, the constellations of signals are
rings like object after successful AEQ [shown in Fig. 8(b)]. Accordingly, the goal of CMA/MMA
is to minimize the distance between signals’ moduli and their reference moduli. Therefore, the
loss function of CMA/MMA is designed as the mean square error (MSE) form and can be written
as [23]:

L =
1
N

N∑︂
i=1

[︂
(|Ei |

2 − R2
i )

2]︂ , (7)

where L denotes the loss function, Ei is the value of ith sample of signal, Ri is the reference
modulus for ith signal and N is the number of samples. In conventional-AEQ, there is only
one stage of transformation for incoming signals. After conventional-AEQ, the constellation
diagrams of signals are recovered as Fig. 8(b), and thus the value of L is obviously low after AEQ.
Therefore, it is suitable to use CMA/MMA to perform equalization. In contrast, the 1tap-AEQ has
two stages of transformation and both use CMA/MMA, i.e. use L as loss function to update the
tap coefficients. The first stage performs PolDemux and the second stage mitigates ISI. However,
in a short reach system where CD is compensated after PolDemux, the goal of CMA/MMA
in the first stage is to find the correct inversed polarization rotation matrix, rather than recover
the constellation to rings like object. As shown in Fig. 8(a), the signals’ constellation after
PolDemux is not like rings. Because the design of objective function should reflect the true
objective [24], the design of L is not useful in the first stage of 1tap-AEQ. To verify our inference,
we compute the value of L for signals after correct PolDemux by SS-AEQ, and L for signals
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after correct equalization by conventional-AEQ. As shown in Fig. 9, it is obvious that the value
of L after full AEQ remains low as the fiber length increase. However, L after only PolDemux
increases as the fiber length increase, which explains the performance degradation of 1tap-AEQ
when transmission distance is long.

Fig. 8. (a) Constellations after PolDemux; (b) constellations after mitigating ISI.

Fig. 9. L in Eq. (7) after AEQ/PolDemux vs. fiber length.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose and experimentally demonstrate a PDL and CD insensitive and
low-complexity SS-AEQ. It combines Stokes space-based PolDemux with CMA-based channel
equalization. According to the experimental results, SS-AEQ has similar BER performance
compared with 1tap-AEQ and conventional-AEQ. For computational complexity, SS-AEQ
reduces the number of multipliers by ∼ 45% compared with conventional-AEQ. Although
SS-AEQ has similar complexity with 1tap-AEQ, it will not suffer from failure of PolDemux
and has faster convergence speed. In addition, according to our numerical analysis, SS-AEQ
is insensitive to CD with transmission of at least 20 km SSMF, while 1tap-AEQ suffers from
performance loss when fiber length is longer than 15 km. Therefore, proposed AEQ is attractive
and robust for next generation short reach applications.
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